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Abstract 

Purpose 

The focus of the Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) of an agricultural plant product is typically on one crop. 

However, isolating one crop from the cropping system that it belongs to is often challenging because the 

crops are often interlinked with the other crops in the cropping system. The main objectives of this 

discussion article are: i) to discuss the characteristics of cropping systems which might affect the LCA 

methodology, ii) to discuss the advantages and the disadvantages of the current available methods for the life 

cycle assessment of cropping systems and iii) to offer a framework to carry out LCA of crops and cropping 

systems. 

Methods 
The definition of cropping systems is provided together with a description of two types of LCA: product 

LCA and system LCA. The LCA issues related to cropping systems characteristics have been classified as 1) 

crop interrelationship, 2) crop management and emissions, and 3) functional unit issues. The LCA 

approaches presented are: Cropping System, Allocation approaches, Crop-by-Crop approach, Combined 

approaches. The various approaches are described together with their advantages and disadvantages, 

applicability, comprehensiveness and accuracy.  

Results and discussion 
The Cropping System approach is best suited for system LCA. For product LCA, none of the methods is 

fully exhaustive and accurate. The crop sequence approach takes into consideration cropping systems issues 

if they happen within the year or season and cannot be applied for intercropping and agroforestry systems. 

The allocation approaches take into consideration cropping system effects by establishing a mathematical 

relationship between crops present in the cropping systems. The Model for integrative Life Cycle 

Assessment in Agriculture (MiLA) approach considers cropping systems issues if they are related to 

multiproduct and nutrient cycling; while the Crop-by-Crop approach is highly affected by assumptions and 

considers cropping system issues only if they are related to the analysed crop. 

Conclusions  
Each LCA approach presents advantages and disadvantages. For system LCA, the Cropping Systems 

approach is recommended. For product LCA, environmental burdens should be attributed applying the 

following hierarchy: 1) attributed to the crop if based on a clear causality; 2) attributed with combined 

approaches and specific criteria; 3) attributed with allocation approaches and generic criteria. These 

approaches should be combined with the Cropping System approach.  
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1. Introduction 

Life cycle assessment (LCA) methodology is being increasingly applied and developed across all economic 

sectors and is widely used for estimating environmental impacts (Klöpffer and Curran 2014). In agriculture, 

it has been widely adopted for the assessment and comparison of production chains due to its ability to 

identify environmental hotspots (Gasol et al. 2012; Miller et al. 2006). LCA is also a useful tool to assess 

environmental trade-offs among different sources of pollution (Brandão et al. 2011; Kulak et al. 2013; 

Ridoutt et al. 2011).  

Including all the environmental impacts and emissions in agricultural LCAs of crops is, however, challenged 

by the fact that crops are often interlinked with the other crops in the cropping system. The typical 

application of LCA is to focus on one product, i.e. one crop. However, isolating one crop and its emissions 

from the cropping system that it is part of is often challenging or maybe even impossible. The effect of 

cropping systems on single crops has been widely discussed (Brankatschk and Finkbeiner 2015; Hokazono 

and Hayashi 2015; Peter et al. 2017), including the benefits of cropping systems on agronomic and economic 

performance, soil fertility and environmental pollution (Brady and Weil 2002; Goglio et al. 2012; Hokazono 

and Hayashi 2015). In cropping systems, it has been observed that the performance of a crop is often 

significantly affected by the previous crop in the cropping system (Hokazono and Hayashi 2015; Knudsen et 

al. 2014; Nemecek et al. 2015; Peter et al. 2017). Several effects of crop management can have long term 

consequences on soil organic matter, nitrogen availability, weed population, biodiversity (Brady and Weil 

2002; Goglio et al. 2015; Knudsen et al. 2017). Most of these effects are dynamic, scale-dependent, non-

linear and hard to quantify within LCA (Curran et al. 2011; Knudsen et al. 2017; Peter et al. 2017) and 

insufficiently considered in LCA of cropping systems (Peter et al. 2017). 

Furthermore, several studies highlight the difficulty in assessing the intrinsic environmental variability of 

cropping systems which are highly dependent on the interaction between soil, climate conditions and crop 

management (Gabrielle and Gagnaire 2008; Goglio et al. 2014; Kim et al. 2009; Mazzoncini et al. 2008; 

Peter et al. 2017). This causes relevant issues with standard concepts commonly adopted and used in LCA 

such as spatial and temporal boundary (ISO 2006a, 2006b, 2013, 2014). Cropping systems also produce 

several products. This issue makes the identification of the functional unit challenging and constitutes an 

important  scientific debate (Goglio et al. 2014; Hayashi 2013; Nemecek et al. 2011a, 2011b; Peter et al. 

2017). 

To better capture crops and cropping systems, several allocation approaches have been developed to fully 

assess cropping systems (Brankatschk and Finkbeiner 2014, 2015). One approach is based on the agriculture-

specific biophysical Cereal Unit, developed for the purpose of agricultural statistics, while the other on a 

common agricultural denominator criterion (e.g. energy content, mass basis) for allocation (Brankatschk and 

Finkbeiner 2014, 2015). The Model for integrative Life Cycle Assessment in Agriculture (MiLA) tool has 

also been proposed to better consider crop rotations with energy crops (Peter et al. 2017). In addition, 

Knudsen et al. (2014) and Nemecek et al. (2015) have proposed a dual approach which takes either each 



crop/crop combination separately or the cropping system as a whole into account. However, despite the fact 

that issues related to the assessment of cropping systems in LCA are widely recognised (Goglio et al. 2012, 

2014; Knudsen et al. 2014; Nemecek et al. 2011a, 2011b), no consensus has been found on how to assess 

cropping systems within the LCA framework (Peter et al. 2017).   

The main objectives of this discussion article are: i) to discuss the characteristics of cropping systems which 

might affect the LCA methodology, ii) to discuss the advantages and the disadvantages of the current 

available methods for the life cycle assessment of cropping systems and iii) to offer a framework to carry out 

LCA of crops and cropping systems. 

2. Definitions and concepts 

As observed by Malézieux (2012), cropping systems can have variable composition, a different level of 

complexity and are generally composed by a series of crops. Thus, for the purpose of this article, a cropping 

system correspond to a piece of land where one or a series of crops are grown either following each other 

(temporal perspective, for instance in rotations, but also crop monoculture) or sharing the same field (space 

perspective: intercropping and agroforestry), considered with a systematic approach. In this article, the 

discussion is limited to cropping systems with field and tree crops, not to pastures or systems including 

livestock grazing.  

Different types of LCA can be considered on the basis of the purpose of LCA. Product LCA is a life cycle 

assessment which has the purpose of assessing the environmental profile of a product produced by a 

cropping systems. For instance, Brentrup et al. (2004) and Charles et al. (2006) carried out a LCA of wheat 

(Triticum aestivum L.) production, while Williams et al. (2010) carried out LCA of wheat together with 

oilseed rape (Brassica napus L.) and potatoes (Solanum tuberosum L.). This type of LCA was previously 

referred to as product-oriented by Hayashi (2013). A particular type of product LCA is the inventory LCA 

which is focused on developing the inventory for a particular system, product and service to be stored in an 

LCI database and made available for general use by LCA practitioners. Generally, they are carried out 

following a framework which is specific to the Life Cycle Inventory. For instance, Nemecek et al. (2014) 

proposed a set of guidelines which are applicable for a system or product in the World Food Life Cycle 

Database (www.quantis-intl.com/wfldb).  

In contrast with product LCA, in system LCA the focus and the purpose of the LCA is to assess and compare 

production systems (e.g. cropping systems) using LCA to have a better understanding of the environmental 

mechanisms responsible for environmental impacts. System LCA were also called land-oriented LCA by 

Hayashi (2013). Some examples of this type of LCA are Nemecek et al. (2011a, 2011b) where different 

cropping systems in Swiss conditions have been tested (organic and integrated, intensive and extensive). 

Other examples for North American conditions are the following: Goglio et al. (2014); Kim et al. (2009); 

MacWilliam et al. (2014).  System LCA are often used for site-specific assessment. 



Cropping systems have a series of characteristics which makes them particularly challenging to assess within 

LCA. A common characteristic of cropping systems is that they have a large variability which is due to the 

combined effect of soil and climate characteristics (Börjesson and Tufvesson 2011; Goglio et al. 2014; Peter 

et al. 2017; Petersen et al. 2011). These characteristics can be grouped in crop interrelationship 

characteristics, crop management and emission characteristics and functional unit characteristics. 

2.1. Characteristics related to crop interrelationships 

Crops in cropping systems are closely related. For instance, in the LCA of intercropping and agroforestry 

systems where more than one crop share the same space but might have a different crop management, the 

distinction between each crop present in the cropping system is often fuzzy. Thus, careful description of the 

system boundary is necessary, in agreement with the ISO standards (ISO 2006a, 2006a, 2013). Similar 

spatial issues in LCA of cropping systems can be found when assessing the impacts of crop management 

with regard to biodiversity (Knudsen et al. 2017). Indeed biodiversity is affected by both the management 

carried out in the field and landscape variability (Gabriel et al. 2010; Zimmerer et al. 2015). Thus, from a 

LCA perspective, it is particularly challenging to attribute the impact on biodiversity due to a particular crop 

or crop management present in one field independently from the surrounding (Curran et al. 2016; Knudsen et 

al. 2017). 

The cropping systems and crop assessment are also particularly complex with regard to nutrient dynamics 

which affect the yield and environmental performance. In particular, nutrient availability is not constant and 

can be affected by previous crops, crop management and soil characteristics (Goglio et al. 2014; Hokazono 

and Hayashi 2015; Kulak et al. 2013; Mazzoncini et al. 2008; Nemecek et al. 2015). For instance, N 

availability is affected by residue, manure and fertiliser application, soil cultivation and the system involved 

may occur within the same season or in the following seasons, thus affecting the performance of the 

following crops (Brady and Weil 2002; Peter et al. 2017). Catch crops are also often part of the nutrient 

management of a cropping system and the benefits and burdens of those should be attributed to the crops in 

the cropping system. 

Residue management is particularly important for outbreaks of pathogens in the following years, as it can 

happen for rust in wheat or for potato blight in potato (Soffe 2003). Further, weed populations are largely 

affected by the history of previous crop management practices as shown by Shea et al. (2010). On the other 

hand, crop cover and residue availability largely affect soil erosion (Brady and Weil 2002). 

2.2. Crop management and environmental emissions and impacts 

Different from many industrial systems, cropping systems have a variable crop management that mostly 

depends on soil, climate conditions and crop characteristics (Peter et al. 2017; Soffe 2003).  Together with 

these aspects, the presence of weeds and pathogens largely affect the overall yield of the crop but also its 

environmental performance (Brankatschk and Finkbeiner 2015; Goglio et al. 2012; Kulak et al. 2013; 

Nemecek et al. 2015). Thus, from a LCA perspective, the same crop or agricultural product can have large 



differences in the values for each impact category depending on the interaction of crop management with 

climate and soil (Peter et al. 2017).  

Several environmental impacts related to cropping systems such as soil CO2 emissions, N leaching, N2O 

emissions, and effects of pathogens or weeds affecting pesticide use are also observed in the following years 

when other crops are grown (Brady and Weil 2002; Goglio et al. 2015). For instance, part of the N leaching 

and N2O emissions from ploughing in a clover (Trifolium sp) field will occur in the following crop. N2O 

emissions depends on a large number of factors including moisture, nitrogen availability in the soil, residue 

management and soil characteristics (Saggar 2010). These latter factors have dynamics, which can affect the 

following crops. From an LCA perspective, the time scale of N2O emissions and their drivers are  key issues 

when carrying out an LCA of a cropping system, considering that recent research suggests that direct N2O 

emissions can contribute up to 70% of the total Global Warming Potential (GWP) for the agricultural phase 

(Goglio et al. 2014; Zaher et al. 2013). Likewise for soil CO2 emissions, which are a key aspect with regard 

to LCA of cropping systems considering the soil C sequestration potential (Petersen et al. 2013). Indeed, soil 

C dynamics can be slow (Brady and Weil 2002; Paustian et al. 2016) even up to 100 years later in some cold 

climates (Börjesson and Tufvesson 2011; Goglio et al. 2015; Petersen et al. 2011; Tuomisto et al. 2015). 

Thus, from a LCA perspective, the attribution of soil CO2 emissions, N2O emissions and N leaching to a 

given crop is particularly challenging. Another challenge is accounting for water footprint in agroforestry or 

intercropping systems, because the crops share the same water resources. 

In a similar manner, soil erosion and soil P loss are other potential impacts, which should be accounted for 

when carrying out an LCA of cropping systems, but there is no consensus on how to account for these 

impacts with regard to the different types of LCA. Some research proposes an integrated approach which 

consider soil erosion and soil P loss as related systems (Nemecek et al. 2014). Further, both processes have 

spatial effects and the potential that the actual impact will occur is variable depending on rainfall, soil 

characteristics, and soil cover which have a temporal dynamics  (Brady and Weil 2002).  

2.3. Functional unit (FU) characteristics 

Different from industrial systems, cropping systems cause issues in identifying functional unit. Several 

authors highlight that agricultural systems have several functions at the same time (Goglio et al. 2014; 

Hayashi 2013; Nemecek et al. 2011a). Especially for product LCA, the choice of functional unit is 

particularly critical as different products are produced at the same time. For instance, in cropping systems 

where food crops are cultivated with fodder, energy or fibre crops, the choice of a representative functional 

unit for productivity is difficult. Particularly challenging is also the identification of a functional unit in 

agroforestry or intercropping systems.  

 



3. Methodological approach for system LCA: the Cropping System approach 

The Cropping System approach has been applied in several system LCAs for cropping systems in Europe 

and North America (Dendooven et al. 2012; Goglio et al. 2012, 2014; Knudsen et al. 2014; Nemecek et al. 

2011b, 2011a, 2015; Williams et al. 2010). For instance, the Cropping System approach has been adopted to 

compare organic vs. integrated cropping systems with wheat, maize (Zea mays L.), barley (Hordeum vulgare 

L.), beetroot (Beta vulgaris L.), potato and clover grass ley in Swiss conditions (Nemecek et al. 2011a). In 

this approach, the cropping system is considered as a whole system producing different products (Fig. 1). 

With the Cropping System approach, when considering as functional unit either t of yield, cereal units, GJ of 

energy output or agricultural income output in currency unit (i.e. $/£/€/CHF), the value obtained for the 

whole system gives an estimate of the overall environmental impacts of the system. 

This approach takes into consideration the processes involved within a cropping system especially from a 

temporal perspective. With the cropping system approach, the interaction of crop management with soil and 

climate conditions is fully taken into account. This approach allows to carry out site-specific assessment 

LCA using emission measurements and model simulation (Dendooven et al. 2012; Goglio et al. 2014; Zaher 

et al. 2013). Finally, the cropping system approach better assesses complex systems such as agroforestry and 

intercropping systems. Thus, this approach is well suited for system LCA. However, it does not provide 

results for individual crops and products; for this purpose, the methods described in the next section can be 

used. 

4. Methodological approaches for product LCA 

For product LCA (Fig. 2), it is particularly challenging to properly account for different cropping systems 

effects. Table 1 shows issues which can be mainly attributed to a crop and others which require specific or 

generic attribution criteria. As Table 1 shows, some characteristics related to cropping systems can be mainly 

attributed to each single crop. The classification is based on the causal relationships between management 

interventions, resource use or emissions and the cultivation of the different crops. For instance, all the 

cropping systems issues strictly related to crop management or pollution effects which occurs within the 

season can be easily attributed to a crop (Fig. 2), like sowing maize (including machinery operations and the 

seed), which is clearly motivated only by maize cultivation. In contrast, application of lime or installation of 

drainage cannot be linked to a single crop. Many aspects related to cropping systems require a criterion to be 

attributed to a crop. As shown in Table 1 and figure 2 different criteria could be used to attribute 

characteristics to a crop in a cropping system, depending on data availability, user expertise and complexity 

of the cropping system to be analysed.  

A comparison among the various approaches is presented in Table 2. Several criteria have been adopted: 

applicability, comprehensiveness and accuracy. A medium level of applicability has been attributed to the 

approaches which require the knowledge of the crop sequence to be adopted, instead a high level of 

applicability was attributed when the approach can be used independently from the crop sequence. A high 

level of comprehensiveness was attributed when the approach considers most of cropping systems issues; a 



medium level of comprehensiveness was attributed to the approaches adopting a criterion which only 

partially reflects the dynamics of cropping system issues, but still considering them. Finally, a low level of 

comprehensiveness was attributed to the approach that fully disregards cropping system issues. Instead a 

high level of accuracy had been attributed to approaches which largely reflect the cause-effect relationships 

between cropping system characteristics, a medium level to approaches which partially incorporate the 

relationships between cropping system characteristics; finally a low level of accuracy is attributed to 

approaches which fully disregard causal relationships within cropping system characteristics.  

4.1. Allocation approaches: crop rotation and cereal unit 

Allocation approaches are based on allocating the environmental burdens to a crop on the basis of a generic 

criterion (Table 1, Fig. 2). These approaches maintain the integrity of the cropping systems and can be as 

well used for agroforestry and intercropping (Table 2). However as stated in the ISO standards, allocation 

approaches should be avoided when possible (ISO 2006a, 2006b), such in the case of specific crop 

management intervention easily attributable to a crop (e.g., seeding). In the case of Cereal Unit allocation, 

the allocation is based on the biophysical Cereal Unit (CU), developed by German agricultural authorities 

and scientists and regularly updated and continuously used in German agricultural statistics. Accordingly, the 

yields of various agricultural products are expressed in Cereal Unit equivalents. For this purpose, a number 

of CU conversion factors exist for vegetable products, animal products, co-products, and products from 

primary processing. To calculate CU conversion factors, the metabolizable energy content of each 

agricultural product is determined and normalized using barley as a reference. Further details are explained 

in Brankatschk and Finkbeiner (2014) where this approach has been described and tested for wheat, barley, 

soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr.), oilseed rape, sugarbeet (Beta vulgaris L.) and sunflower (Helianthus 

annuus L.). Since 2014, the cereal unit has been used in agricultural LCAs to allocate impacts to crop 

products (Brankatschk and Finkbeiner 2014). It has the main advantage of keeping cropping system integrity 

while at the same time it can be used for product LCA.  

Cereal Unit allocation presents a series of disadvantages. For instance, cereal units are focused on feed and 

food crops. Further, the allocation of the impacts does not reflect the time dynamics of cropping systems, 

despite considering it. Cereal units can only be applied in German conditions, however as highlighted by 

Brankatschk and Finkbeiner (2014), several countries and worldwide institutions (e.g. Food and Agriculture 

Organization of the United Nations (FAO)) have developed similar metrics which could be used for cropping 

systems containing food and feed crops. 

The Crop Rotation approach, also proposed by Brankatschk and Finkbeiner (2015) can be distinguished from 

the cereal unit because in this case the environmental burden is allocated in the life cycle inventory amongst 

all crop rotation elements using e.g. biophysical, cereal unit, mass basis, energy or economic basis 

(Brankatschk and Finkbeiner 2015). This approach has been tested in a crop rotation containing sugar beet, 

spring barley, winter wheat, rapeseed, winter wheat in German conditions and applying the cereal unit 

criterion (Brankatschk and Finkbeiner 2015). This approach does not affect other phases of LCA. As 



consequence, the functional unit remains unchanged and the approach is suitable to product LCAs 

(Brankatschk and Finkbeiner 2015). However as the Cereal Unit approach, also the Crop Rotation approach 

only partially reflect the cause-effect relationship among cropping systems characteristics and requires 

additional information regarding the crop rotation to be adopted (Table 2).  

4.2. Crop-by-Crop approach 

The Crop-by-Crop approach considers each crop as a separate entity from the previous and following crops 

(Fig. 1, 2). This approach is the most commonly adopted for product LCA. It has been adopted for several 

LCAs including food and non-food crops (Brentrup et al. 2004; Charles et al. 2006; Goglio and Owende 

2009; Ingrao et al. 2015; Iriarte et al. 2010). For instance, Brentrup et al. (2004) and Charles et al. (2006) 

applied this approach to assess wheat with different level of N fertiliser application in UK and Swiss 

conditions. The main advantage of this approach is its applicability for product LCA. Indeed this approach 

does not requires a high level of agricultural expertise, since only data on the respective crop have to be 

collected (Table 2). Further no particular knowledge of cropping systems is required. However, this approach 

considers temporal effects of crop management only if they occur during the considered crop season making 

it inaccurate (Table 2).  

4.3. Combined approaches 

The Crop Sequence approach is a combined approach developed by Nemecek et al. (2015) to include 

cropping system effects for 64 rotations across France. Together with the crop, the preceding crop is 

considered as part of a crop combination. For instance, winter wheat is assessed as following cereals, pea 

(Pisum sativum L.), oilseed rape or sunflower (Helianthus annuus L.) (Fig. 1, 2). Furthermore, each single 

crop combination is also distinguished for the presence or absence of catch crops. It presents the advantage 

of capturing and reflecting the cause-effect relationship of the cropping system characteristics, but it requires 

expertise, data and time to be adopted (Nemecek et al. 2015) (Table 2).  

The “Model for integrative Life Cycle Assessment in Agriculture” (MiLA) was conceived to assess GHG 

emissions and cumulative energy demand CED of agricultural cropping systems including energy crops. It 

has been tested to assess biogas production systems in German conditions. The crop rotations included 

barley, maize, hybrid sudangrass (Sorghum bicolor × Sorghum sudanense), triticale (×Triticosecale (Camus) 

Wittm.), phacelia (phacelia tanacetifolia Benth.), grass and alfalfa/lucerne (Medicago sativa L.). With regard 

to crop rotations, the MiLA tool adopts a double approach. It considers nutrient cycling carryover effects and 

assesses different products out of the systems by adopting different functional units (Peter et al. 2017). In this 

approach, impacts of crop management and related soil emissions are divided according to the specified 

number of crops, including the crop where the crop management practice was carried out. For cover crops, 

environmental burdens from the entire cultivation process are divided according to the number of crops that 

benefit from the nutrients supplied.  



The MiLA Tool presents the advantages of including cropping systems and some crop management effects 

by including the entire crop rotation in the assessment (Table 2). Intermediate results allow practitioners to 

use their own allocation approaches. Thus, this approach is theoretically suitable for product LCA. However, 

it excludes other issues such as soil organic carbon effects, impacts of biodiversity which have been 

considered very important within the LCA community (Goglio et al. 2014, 2015; Knudsen et al. 2017; 

Petersen et al. 2013). A similar approach was also used in Knudsen et al. (2014). 

The Crop Sequence approach and partially the MiLA approach present a series of advantages: they fix a 

temporal limit between different crops and allow the user to consider potential cropping system effects if 

they occur in the short term (Table 2). However, they present the disadvantages of not including long term 

crop management and crop effects. Further, they cannot be applied for intercropping and agroforestry 

systems. They also require more data and expertise on the cropping system and more time to be adopted 

(Nemecek et al. 2015; Peter et al. 2017). 

4.4. Discussion 

The approaches for product LCA hold some advantages and disadvantages for each approach (Table 2). The 

Crop Sequence approach can include cropping system effects occurring in the short term but excludes 

cropping systems effects in the long term outside the crop seasons or year and cannot be adopted in the case 

of intercropping or agroforestry systems (Nemecek et al. 2015). The allocation approaches attribute the 

environmental burden on the basis of an a priori criteria that is associated with the cropping systems but it 

does not reflect it (Brankatschk and Finkbeiner 2014, 2015).  

The Crop-by-Crop approach presents several limitations. For instance, time variability is considered only if it 

occurs during the analysed crop seasons. With the Crop-by-Crop approach, there is a high risk of double 

counting for GHG, nutrient dynamics and biodiversity impact. The allocation approach using the Cereal Unit 

cannot be applied fully to agroforestry systems without conversion factors, for crops without conversion 

factors and for countries other than Germany. However similar frameworks are applicable worldwide (Table 

2)  (Brankatschk and Finkbeiner 2014). Further, allocation approaches and MiLA approach are also more 

complex than the Crop-by-Crop approach, but simpler than the Crop Sequence approach (Table 2). Due to 

the crop interrelationship and the limitations of product LCA approaches currently available, a dual approach 

should be adopted involving the Cropping System approach and a specific approach for product LCA (i.e. 

Allocation, MiLA approach, Crop-by-Crop, Crop Sequence) as it has been suggested and carried out by 

several authors (Knudsen et al. 2017; Nemecek et al. 2015).  

5. Recommendations: 

On the basis of the present discussion the following recommendations can be drawn: 

 The approach adopted should be consistent with the objectives of the LCA study (ISO 2006a, 

2006b) 



 Issues related to the approach adopted should be discussed by the LCA practitioner,  in agreement 

with the ISO standard (ISO 2006a, 2006b) 

 For system LCA, the Cropping System approach is recommended. It can be combined with one of 

the other approaches in order to disaggregate crop rotation impacts to single crops.  

 For product LCA: 

1. The environmental burden of cropping systems issues easily related to the crop should be 

fully attributed to the corresponding crops (Table 1). For instance, for a crop management 

practice (seeding), the emissions of machinery should be attributed to the corresponding 

crop when the crop management practice occurs. 

2. For the environmental burden of cropping systems issues (Table 1) which need to attributed 

to a crop, combined approaches using specific attribution criteria should be adopted where 

possible. For instance, this approach could be used when assessing soil P loss with regard 

to eutrophication potential for cropping system containing wheat, clover and potatoes. 

3. If specific criteria cannot be established and a combined approach adopted, allocation 

approaches with generic attribution criteria should be applied. 

Where possible a dual approach should be adopted (cropping system approach with one of the 

approaches specific for product LCA). 

The choice among different methods should also consider data availability and user expertise as proposed by 

Goglio et al. (2015) for soil C. However, the level of complexity among the various approaches is relatively 

limited. Considering the Potting and Hauschild (2006)’s classification, all approaches allow to carry out a 

site-specific, site-dependent and site-generic LCA assessment.  

Further research in comparing different approaches is necessary to estimate their potential uncertainties. 

Some research already evaluated the outcomes of adopting the MiLA approach with the Crop-by-Crop 

approach and reported a difference of up 99% for global warming potential per ha (Peter et al. 2017). 

Considering the increasing importance of LCA of crops and cropping systems and in view of increasing 

accuracy in the assessment, the rotation and cropping system effects on crop performance cannot be 

neglected. 

 

6. Conclusions 

The main aim of this article was to discuss the different approaches currently available to carry out LCA of 

cropping systems. In the case of system LCA, the Cropping System approach should be adopted. For product 

LCAs, none of the currently available approaches is exhaustive but each of them present advantages and 

disadvantages which should be considered and discussed by the LCA practitioner while carrying out an LCA 

of cropping systems. For product LCA, environmental burdens should be attributed applying the following 

hierarchy: 1) attributed to the crop if based on a clear causality; 2) attributed with combined approaches and 



specific criteria; 3) attributed with allocation approaches and generic criteria. These approaches should be 

combined with the Cropping System approach. The adoption of these recommendations is subject to user 

expertise, data and time availability. Instead, for system LCA, the approaches available should be adopted in 

combination with the Cropping System approach. Future research should focus on developing other 

approaches to fully encompass cropping systems characteristics in the LCA of cropping systems and 

carrying out a quantitative assessment of the approaches currently available. 
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8.  Tables 



Table 1 General guidelines of attribution to a crop for characteristics of cropping system in product LCA  

Management interventions, resources and emissions that can be … 

mainly attributed to a single cropa,b allocated using specific criteria 

(e.g. nutrient uptake/export of a crop, 

fertilizer demand of a crop, crop 

combination)a,b 

allocated using generic criteria 

(e.g. cereal unit, crop rotation) 

 Machinery use during crop managementb 

 Pest and pathogen control, if specific to one 

crop in the rotation (including machinery use 

and pesticide active ingredients) 

 Seed input 

 Land occupation 

 Irrigation 

 Soil erosionb,c 

 

 Fertilisation 

 Nutrient losses (N-compounds: NH3, 

N2O, NOx, NO3, P-compounds) 

 Biodiversity 

 Crop management effects on soil (long-

term) 

 Weed control (including machinery use 

and pesticide active ingredient) 

 Pest and pathogen control, if meant to 

improve phytosanitary conditions for 

more than one crop in the rotation 

(including machinery use and pesticide 

active ingredient) 

 Liming and other soil improvement 

measures and related emissions 

 Land transformation / land use change 

 For companion cropping, intercropping 

and agroforestry 

 

a only possible when just one crop at time grows in the field 

b this requires full knowledge of the cropping system characteristics and expertise on cropping systems 

c if soil erosion happens while a crop it is in the field, otherwise its effect has to be allocated 

 

 

 



Table 2 Comparison of different approaches for product LCA and inventory LCA 

 Advantages Disadvantages Appa Comb Accc 

Allocation 

approaches 

 They apply a clear 

splitting among 

different crops of 

whole crop 

rotation 

 They maintain the 

integrity of the 

cropping systems  

 They can be used 

for agroforestry 

and intercropping 

 

 Additional data 

requirements (whole crop 

rotation) 

 Currently limited number 

of compatible allocation 

approaches available 

 Lack of accuracy a 

attribution for some 

management interventions 

M H M 

Crop by 

crop 

 Easy to apply  It does not reflect 

cropping systems 

characteristics and LCA 

related issues 

H L L 

Combined 

approaches 

 They consider 

temporal issues 

related to cropping 

systems 

 They include the 

effect of the 

previous crop in 

the field 

 The cropping 

systems issues are 

accounted for if 

they occur in the 

short term (Crop 

Sequence 

approach) 

 more complex than other 

approaches 

 They do not account for 

cropping system issues 

occurring in the long term 

(Crop Sequence approach) 

 They attribute the impact 

of the previous crops to 

the current crops (Crop 

Sequence approach) 

 They cannot be applied for 

intercropping and 

agroforestry systems   

 Only some aspects of the 

cropping systems are 

considered (i.e. 

multioutput systems and 

nutrients) (MiLA) 

M H H 

aApplicability 
bComprehensiveness 
cAccuracy 

 

 

 

 

 



9. Figure captions 

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the Cropping System approach to assess cropping systems 

characteristics within system LCA 

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of methodological approaches to attribute cropping system 

characteristics to a crop in product LCA 
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